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Polish Hill Voice

Happy Dingus Day and Rabbit Chasing
A Palimpsest of Childhood
By Mark O’Connor

It is spring, a Sunday morning.
The four bells of the Immaculate Heart
of Mary Church, audible in every corner
of Polish Hill, are calling the faithful to
mass. The sidewalks are crowded. Men
in suits, women in their best Sunday
dresses, and children, hundreds of
them, in scaled-down versions of their
parents’ clothing, hold hands as they
stream along Brereton Avenue and up
the thirteen Indiana limestone steps
into church. On the right, three extra
steps account for the church’s siting on
a steep hillside in 1904. For the least
ambulatory parishioners there is a back
entrance on Phelan, an alley whose rise
allows easy entry into the church,
directly from a car if necessary.
Another spring Sunday morning, similar, as the same church bells are ringing, but it is a few decades later and a
boy, six years old, is wearing his Sunday
best — dark slacks, a yellow and white
checked shirt, a golden tie, and brown
sports coat. He is motionless, in
shadow. He may be joined by a buddy
or two. All over the neighborhood at
this hour small children sequester
themselves like rabbits in dark places.
At Lili Coffee* Shop as George
Waksmunski tells me: "I had to go to
church every Sunday, but my mom
would sleep in [and go later]...and what
I did, and I know a lot of the other kids

did, from time to time, was we would
sneak down a back alley, find a hiding
spot under somebody’s porch, and hang
out for an hour. At the end, we’d hear
church bells ring knowing they were just
giving out communion, we’d walk up to
the back door, grab a church bulletin and
come home with the bulletin to show that
we’d been to church.
George glances up Dobson towards the
church, adding, “You had to hide because
if you were seen on the street, if somebody saw you, they would tell your mom
or dad and then you were going to get
questioned. And you were gonna get in
trouble for lying, saying you had gone to
church when you actually didn’t.”

At seven years old, Sharon Manion
(née Majewicz) is sent out with three
dollars to buy a duck. Walking the
neighborhood she explains, “Years ago,
where I was born, above Lasky’s [beer
distributor] an old lady lived there and
she raised chickens and ducks. During
the holidays, at Christmas and Easter,
my parents made duck soup and the
broth, the basis to the broth was blood,
duck blood. So I used to go see this lady
and she’d go, ‘Pick one and give me your
newspaper and mayonnaise jar. Come
back in an hour.’”
Her mother’s recipe contained prunes,
duck blood, water, sugar, carrots,

onions, and celery. Sharon confesses to
never liking the soup, though her sister
still does and buys it at a Polish restaurant in Chicago. In addition to czerina,
Sharon also admits to not liking another
childhood delicacy, jellied pigs’ feet.
It is the flock of ducks and chickens
behind a Polish Hill house that now
seem incredible, noisome quacking and
clucking things, in pens or coops, and
then loose, kicking up clouds of dust in
their scratching, prey to hawks and
small children. Because of the terrible
choosing, Sharon, a seven-year-oldLord High Executioner via the flock’s
landlady, always had to choose the bird,
“So I’d pick a duck and then go back and
she’d hand me the blood in my mayonnaise jar and the duck for my mother,
all cleaned and wrapped, and ready to
go for the soup.” And on these same
sidewalks Sharon would carry home the
newspaper-wrapped carcass and the jar,
warm still, sloshing with blood.

After five years in Polish Hill I am
still amazed at how the neighborhood
reveals itself. When city work crews
strip the road on my street, they reveal
bright white Belgian blocks, too expensive to replace or maintain, so the workers recover the past with hot black
asphalt. The rusted shape nailed above
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the garage door of the old truck repair shop
on Dobson is suggestive, hinting at something familiar until a neighbor remembers
a bear, the yellow and black mascot of a
wheel-alignment company. Across the
street a fire burns a three-story building to
the ground, revealing an advertisement for Ward’s
Mother’s Bread
painted on the
apartment building
next door. The
advertisement is
patriotic, everything red, white,
and blue on wood
siding, though the
words are fading.
Large letters, each with a drop shadow for
emphasis, point neighbors to Wisniewski’s
Fine Grocery (long gone), promising bread
that is “100% Pure.”

the words of the Ward’s Mother’s Bread
advertisement are painted on the side of a
building that still survives, tells us the
building that burned was a relative
newcomer to the site. And now that it is
gone, what was once there for all to see is
revealed again.

The Ward Baking Company out of New
York baked bread in Pittsburgh on
Liberty Avenue, between 31st and 32nd
Street. A newspaper advertisement from
1904 brags the bread is,
“the ideal loaf, white,
light, tasty, palatable,
and nourishing.”
Apparently Ward’s
Mother’s Bread was so
popular the company
suffered imitators, for
the advertisement also
cautions, “If you are a
discriminating buyer
you have observed that every Red, White,
and Blue label attached to WARD’S
MOTHER’S BREAD bears a serial number
different from all the others. We have
learned of many cases where people have
been imposed upon, and given a substitute
for WARD’S MOTHER’S BREAD, and led
to believe it was genuine. Your best safeguard is to scrutinize the label.”

Marian Sarnowski (née Clement
Sarnowski, before he entered a Franciscan
monastery), late of Polish Hill and currently living in Los Angeles tells me via
cassette tape, “Whenever we had a big
thunder storm, lightning, my mother
would, we were all just these little kids,
bring out holy water and we would hear
her walking, blessing the house. And
praying so that we could be safe. It
worked. Our house was never struck.”

After founding a Baking Research
Fellowship at Mellon Institute in 1909, a
few mergers, and eventual dissolution by
the Justice Department in 1926, Mother’s
Bread disappears, though one offshoot
company marketed Tip Top Bread, the first
nationally distributed enriched loaf. That

The six Sarnowski children and their
parents lived on Harmar Street in a home
which overlooked a ravine. A perfect
place for viewing the world for, as Marian
remembers, “One afternoon my brother
and I were sitting on the swing on the
back porch and a lightning bolt came
down and through the roof of a building,
through the porches. You could see the
stream of light and fire going all the way
down the hill. It was quite, quite an
experience. My mother was in the house
washing clothes at the home.”
This compelling image, the first touch of
danger and raw power returns to him
from across sixty plus years. He survived,
of course, and how he speaks of the past is
familiar. This aura of safety that mothers
(and fathers) seem to have provided

soaked in over the decades, abetted by
the church, the school, neighbors, and
tradition. It is part of an identity I keep
encountering when speaking with longtime residents and former residents of
Polish Hill. But there seems no one
cause of this surety about the world. I
am beginning to think it may be an ignis
fatuus, sending me chasing after that
which is long gone, or maybe was never
here.

During our interview George describes the West Penn Recreation Center
as it was then. As he was then: "When I
was a little boy my dad would take me
down to the park at night, during the
evening hours, the sun was going down,
to chase rabbits up behind the pool. It
was an open meadow back there, where,
along the edges of the meadow, going
into the trees, there would always be the
rabbits coming out. They would play all
through that meadow if nobody was
there. But if people came, they started to
head for the perimeter. So my dad would
take me up there just to see the rabbits.
And then as I got better able to run, it
was chase the rabbits. [I] tried to chase
the rabbits, but never did catch one.”
That sense of play, of running through
childhood to the edge of danger is often
ameliorated in these interviews. Children experienced the world in safe bites,
constrained by the geographic boundaries of the neighborhood, the community,
and tradition. The dangers of childhood
of course were always present, but somehow social structures buffered the larger
Continued on page 8
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world. Sharon tells me, “Everybody
would run around in the streets, playing, kids from different blocks —
playing Hopscotch, Rover Rover, Red
Hot Beans, and Ghost-Ghost-Ghost in
the Cellar...we’d play games for hours.”
Red Hot Beans involves circling a child
who holds a switch or belt. The child
in the center screams, “Red Hot Beans”
and the rest of them scatter to hiding
places, else they get beaten.

“Beaten” might be a bit hyperbolic.
At that age, play is partly about socialization, an unconscious impulse perhaps to see the larger world, satisfying
a need to get out, to run about like a
wild thing, even if it is only within sight
of your house, down the block, the edge
of a meadow. Sometimes though the
wildness came to you.
The 1936 Pittsburgh flood is still fresh
in Marian’s memory, “One of the first
things I remember...[people] coming
up onto the high ground on both sides
of the river. The only thing you saw of
the trolley cars was the roof. It was a
very difficult time.” A few years later
World War II starts and he became a
messenger boy for the neighborhood
air raid wardens. He recalls “… the
threat of wars, of being invaded. We
had air raid drills, where we would
observe blackouts. The sirens would
start to scream and everybody ran
home, blackened your house, you
closed the windows, you pulled down
the shades. I was just a young teenager
then, and of course I wanted to be part
of what was going on.”

Red Hot Beans is just a simplified version
of an older courtship rite — Dingus Day,
carried over from Poland. Sharon again is
instructive here: "We have a holiday up
here after Easter, the day after Easter, Monday and Tuesday, boys’ Dingus and girls’
Dingus. It was from anytime in the morning until twelve o’clock at noon. And there
would be a whistle somewhere that blew,
from one of the factories, you could hear it
up here twelve o’clock every day. What
would happen would be the day after Easter
the boys were allowed to beat up on the
girls. They do stuff like get squirt guns and
squirt you with water, throw eggs at you,
and they would pound on you like groups of
them." But complaining about neighborhood boys on Dingus Day was futile: “…
that went on until I was in eighth grade.
The stores around here would sell something called skunk perfume and it was some
stinking yellow stuff in a bottle and they
would throw it on you and make you
stink...Our parents would laugh because
they did the same thing. They thought it
was fun. They thought it was keeping that
tradition alive.”

Children on this page: Girls in West Penn Park (Ejzak family); Boy and dog on Melwood Avenue
(Baczak family); Margaret Marchwinski, Eileen Goralski, and Evelyn Goralski, First Communion at
Immaculate Heart of Mary School; Ron Rizner, Stockholm Street.

Traditions are just one part of
identity construction, customs passed
down along with language and religion.
It is the intersection of Polish Hill’s (née
Herron Hill) relative physical isolation,
along with the presence of the Immaculate Heart of Mary church and school
that helped form this elusive idea, what
it meant to be from here. When I try to
grasp it, listening to hours and hours of
these amazing stories, I am frustrated.
The neighbors I have interviewed are not
being deceptive, nor are they withholding any information. If anything they
are overly generous, giving me hours of
their time, offering photographs for the
Civic Association archives. Perhaps I am
the one holding back, not expressing the
point of all my questioning.
Marian Sarnowski has been of great help
in all of this. His voice came to me
through surface mail, on obsolete technology, and from across the country.
And yet he so easily recreated the past
before my ears, a magic trick of the highest order. He reveals a possible answer
to all my noisome questions: "When I
was going to school as a child, there were
at least two or three movies that came to
Pittsburgh that were made in Poland in
the Polish language and we were taken
for a matinee showing. We would walk
from the Immaculate Heart School... we
would form this long line, 300 or 400
kids. And we would walk down Dobson,
down the stairway, down to the bridge,
to Liberty Avenue, Penn Avenue, down
to Butler Street in Lawrenceville. And
what was interesting for me was turning
around and seeing this long line of the
older kids behind, they would go all the
way over the bridge and all the way up
the steps. To me that was, it was really
exciting to see that all these kids were all
coming. All going to the same theater."
It is this wonderful image he gave me,
that long line of children bright as a
lightning bolt in his memory, wending
their way towards the future. Some of
the names survive, on plaques or on
buildings, or in stories. Some of these
children’s descendants run about these
same
streets,
building
lives in echo
of what
came
before.

